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by : 







In preparation of t.his shelf list , each doc ument I-las examined to discern 
Hhether it related to the others in the folder . I-!hen papers Here out of order , 
they Here filed Hith the proper claim or placed under the miscellaneous cate -
gory . !Cor each claim , the folloHing has been recorded : 
1. ) Cl a i m lIumber . Thi s number is found on the outside of each fol der , 
on t he t i t l e sheet , and scattered on various documents throughou t , 
a s r ecorded by the Secr etar y t o the Board of Land Clai ms Commissi oner s 
(Thompson Campbell or George Fisher). 
2 . ) Trac t Name or Iden t ification. The name , s uch a s "San J usto", or 
iden t ifica t ion, "200 va ras squa re a t Sr"l n Gabriel", is mar ked on t he 
out side of each f older, on the title s heet, and/or mentioned on some 
of the documents Hi thin. Since the inscriptions a nd the folder and 
title sheet are t r anslations f rom Spani s h, they ha ve been checked 
for a cc1lracy. Spelling corre c t ions or additions t o the name have 
been marie. 
J . ) Cl a i mant's Na me. On occa ssion, t he pers on Hho presented the claim 
before the co mmissioners Has not t he previous applicant as stated in 
the Spanish/r-:exican petion. I f t his is the case, the name indicated 
on the outside of t he f older, the title sheet and/or the subscriptions 
on the ~cpers by the Secretary t o the Board is used. Again, spelling 
err ors Here checked. The HOrdS "et al" stand for other claimants Hhose 
name s may or may not be recorded in t he pa pers . 
4. ) Date . 1\ ca se Expediente co mmonly has a variety of recorded dates. 
The date usually selected is one prior to that of the Board of Land 
Claims Commissioners, as inscribed by the secretary. The reason for 
this decision is to indicate the approximate time Hhen the claim 1·/aS 
applied for or in existence under the Spanish/i-iexican government. 
5.) Number of Pages, Sheets and Disenos. A sheet is a single piece of 
!Iotes: 
pa per. 1\ page is a side of the sheet, (or if the sheet 1-/aS folded in two) 
a section of the sheet, upon Hhich any print, writing, or marking appears. 
The maker of the diseno is noted, if distinguishable (for this, the book: 
Designs on the Land, Disenos of California Ranchos and Their f.lakers, by 
Robert H. Becker, lo/aS consulted). 1he condition of the documents (ex. 
~'bumed") and their legibility (ex. "legible on inner margins") may 
also be noted. 
1. ) The alphabetical listing and i t ems identified as "Transcripts of ••. " all 
perk1.in to the Case J ~xpedientes, but a re recorded separately. 
2.) The miscellaneolls categ ory lists uniden tified documen ts and the folders 
t hey Here taken fror.!. 
J. ) '~'hose numbers not recorded are conside r ed mi ssing . 
~, ,, , I , . 





4.) A cross reference to the Case Sxpedientes can be found in Record Croup 
49: California Private Land Claims , Bound 'lolumes I , II , and III. 
These books contain copies of disenos corresponding to the case numbers . 
5 . ) Spelling. l\ number of letters Here used interchangeably: band Vj 
c, sand Z j g and j j i and y; y and 11. If the manuscript is in poor 
condi tion due to bl uzring by the acid ic paper, scorching, or uncertain 
translations, a variety of spellings are given . 
6.) Accent rerks and tildes are not indicated. 
The original documents or transcripts thereof consist of the following types of 
records: petitions for land, disenos (sketch-maps of the petitioned tract), inforllles 
(testimonies concerning statements mentioned in the petition), cover sheets, survey 
descriptions of the tract, survey plats, titles to land, deeds, "\-Tills, a diary, 
petitions for the grant by the heirs and other claimants, correspondences, veri-
fications of signatures, confirmations of court appearances, indentllres, tran-
scripts of patents, inventories of the ranchos, confirmations of the act of 
juridical possession, contracts transferring Clmership of the land, and trans-
lations froQ Spanish to English. 
• 
It is hoped that the folloHing shelf list Hill be of assistance to researchers. 
For an index of the entire Cxoediente series, consult the Index of the Spanish-
-j.':exican Private Land Grant Recordr; and Cases of California, by J. H. BOrman, 
, 




Case Expedient e s 
Tract: Along the margins of the Rio de 
Claimant: Jose Castro 
Date: April 4, 1846 
Consists of: 3 pages on 1 sheet 
Tract: Ysla de Santa Catalina 
Claimant: Tomas M. Robbins 
Date: July 4, 1846 
Consists of: 6 pages on 2 sheets 
Tract: El Ensinalito 
Claimant: Alejandro Rodriguez 
Date : October 27, 1837 
Consists of : 2 pages on 1 sheet 
4. and 21. 
San Joaquin 
Tract : San Justo 
Claimant: Jose Castro 
Date : April 11, 1839 
Consists of : 9 pages on 3 sheets, 1 diseno 
5. Tract: A tract of land situated in "El Valle del Sacramento" 
Claimant: Enrique Cambuston 
Date: May 28, 1846 
Consists of: 3 pages on 1 sheet 
6 . Tract: Buenaventura 
Claimant: D. Pearson B. Reading 
Date : December 4, 1844 
Consists of : 8 pages on 4 sheets, 1 diseno 
7. Tract: Laguna de Santos Calle 
Claimants : Victor Prudon and Marcos Baca (vaca) 
Date : December 18, 1845 
Consists of: 8 pages on 4 sheets 
8 . Tract: Sacayac 
Claimant : Juan Chamberlain 
Date : May 27, 1844 
Consists of : 18 pages on 6 sheets, 1 diseno 
9. Tract: La Balsa del Parajo 
Claimant: Sebastian Rodriguez 
Date : August 31, 1833 
Consists of : 8 pages on 4 sheets 
18 . Tract : El Rancho de Suisun 
Claimant : Jose de la Rosa 
Date : December 28, 1841 
Consists of : 11 pages on 5 sheets 
• 
. \4" ~-~ . 
-.. 
• 
ll~ l~ and 13 . 
Tract : Punta de los Lobos 
Claimant : Joaquin Pina 
Date : November 8, 1845 
No . 11 consists of : 12 pages on 8 sheets, 1 diseno 
No . 12 consists of : 3 pages on 1 sheet 
No . 13 consists of : 4 pages on 1 sheet 
14 . Tract : Near Arroyo San Pablo 
Claimants : Joaquin Moraga and Candelario Valencia 
Date : December 18, 1843 
Consists of : 2 pages on 1 sheet 
15. Tract: Lupyomi 
Claimant: Salvador Vallejo 
Date: May 23, 1844 
Consists of: 5 pages on 3 sheets, 1 diseno (by Jasper O' Farrell 
"Gaspar Farrell") 
16. Tract: El Pinole 
Claimant : Ignacio Martinez 
Date : June 12, 1834 
Consists of : 3 pages on 1 sheet 
17 . Tract : Mission Lands ( Ydoe s) 
Claimant: Fr . Narcisco Duran 
Date: July 22, 1845 
Consists of : 26 pages on 8 sheets 
18 . Tract: Lot in the town of San Jose Guadalupe 
Claimant: Pedro Chaboya 
Tract : Lot in Yerba Buena 
Claimant : Joaquin Pina 
Tract : Sausito 
Claimant: Gui l lermo Antonio Richardson 
Date : October 14, 1845 
Consists of : 2 pages on 1 sheet 
19 . Tract : Corral de Tierra 
Claimant: Luis Mesa 
Date : April 20, 1841 
Consist s of : 4 pages on 1 sheet 
20 . Records relative to claims at the 
de Arguello 
Claimants : (various) 
Date : May 21 1841 
Consists of 24 pages on 12 sheets 
21 . See case expediente No . 4 . and 21 . 













t . Rancho San Juan Bautista Trac . . N vaez Claimant: Jose Agustln ar 
Date' March 30, 1844 1 diseno (by Francisco Arce) 
consists of: 3 pages on 1 sheet, 
Tract: Mariposas 
Claimant : Juan B. Alvarado . 
Date : "Deposited in the Archlves on the 21st 
November 185111 
Consists of : 1 page on 1 sheet, 1 diseno 
Tract : Llano de Suy-sun (Suisun Valley) 
Claimant : A. A. Ritchie 
Date: March 13, 1842 (?) 
Consists of: 2 pages on 1 sheet, 1 diseno 
Tract : Canada de Los Pinacates 
Claimant : Jose Maria Cosio and Jose Cruz 
Date : October 25, 1835 
Consists of: 11 pages on 4 sheets, 1 diseno 
Tract : Along the Sacramento and Feather Rivers 
Claimants : Franklin Bates, Elisha O'Crosby, and 
Date: May 1, 1849 
Consists of: 6 pages on 2 sheets 
• 
Samuel Norris 
27 . Tract: Bolsa de San Cayetano 
Claimants: Heirs of Jose Dolores Pico and Ygnacio Vallejo 
Date: July 19, 1834 
Consists of: 19 pages on 12 sheets, 2 disenos 
28 . Tract : One square leaque near San Francisco 
(land allotted in the vicinity of Puerto de San Francisco y Yerba 
Buena) 
Claimant : Fernando Marchena 
Date : December 6, 1843 
Consists of : 11 pages on 10 sheets 
3 
~ '~' ''' , , - -
- -~ 
29 . Tract : Petition for the measurements and division of the Rancho of 
Santa Ana 
Claimants : Bernado Yorba, Juan Pablo Peralta 
Date : September 14, 1849 
Consists of: 18 pages on 6 sheets, 1 diseno (made by Fleur-de-lis, 
copied by Castillo Negrete) 
82 . and 83 . 
Tract : Los Coyotes 
Claimant : Juan Bautista Leandry 
Date : September 26, 1840 
Consists of : 112 pages on 37 sheets 
(see Case Expediente No . 400) 
108 . See No . 444 
161 . Tract: Las Animas 
Claimant : Jose Maria Sanchez - heir of M. Castro 
Dated : July 26, 1838 Consists of : 97 pages on 28 sheets, 2 disenos (one is a copy by 
Castillo Negrete ) 
162 . Tract : Arroyo Grande 
Clai mant : Francisco Branch 
Date : April 11 , 1843 
Con s is t s of : 28 pages on 9 s heets, 1 diseno 
163 . Tract: El Rincon 
Claimant: Te odoro Are lla ne s 
Date: June 24 , 1835 
Consists of: 16 pages on 6 sheet s 
164 . Tract: El Corral de Tierra 
Claimants: Josefa Hearo de Gue r r ero, et al . 
Date: October 16, 1839 
Consists of: 12 page s on 5 sheet s 
165. Tract: Huichica 
Claimant : Jacob P . Lee s e 
Date: October 26, 1841 
Consists of: 27 page s on 12 sheet s 
66. Tr a c t: Carne Humana 
Claimants: Marcio y del Bale, e t aI, (heirs of Eduardo A.Bale) 
Date: June 23, 1841 
Consists of : 18 pages on 5 sheets 
167 . Tract : Los Coches 
Claimants : Henry M. Naglee and Paula SLmol 
Date: March 12 1844 
Consists of: 28 pages on 14 sheets, 1 diseno 
169 . Tract: Los Borregas, or Los Vergeles, or Canada de San Emidio 
Claimant : James Stokes 
Date : December 18, 1849 
Consists of : 5 pages on 4 sheets 
178 . Tract : Corral de Tierra 
Claimant : Henry D. M. Cobb 
Date : April 15, 1836 
Consists of : 9 pages on 5 sheets 
173 . Tract : Omochumnes 
Claimants : Joa uin and Catherine Sheldon, et al 
Date : January ,1848 
Consists of : 12 pages on 8 sheets, 1 diseno 
Tract : Los Corralitos 
Claimant : Jose de Amesti 
Date : June 1, 1841 
Consists of : 48 pages on 14 she e ts 
74 . 
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175. Tract: Mission of San Diego 
Claimant : Santiago Arguello 
Date : June 8, 1846 
Consists of : 5 pages on 3 sheets 
177 . Tra~t : Two lots at San Luis Obispo 
Clalmant : Jose Mariano Bonilla 
Date : September 30, 1844 
Consists of : 7 pages on 5 sheets, (part of ) 1 diseno 
180 . Tract: Canada de Capay 
Claimant: Jasper O' Farrell 
Date : July 11, 1847 
Consists of: 11 pages on 7 sheets 
181. Tract: Rancho de San Juan 
Claimants: Hiram Grimes and Joel P . Dedmund 
Date: August 3, 1845 
Consists of : 6 pages on 3 sheets 
182. Tract: Bosquejo 
Claimant: Peter Lassen 
Date: October 11, 1843 
5 
Consists of : 19 pages on 11 sheets, 3 GSA (NARS) identification 
slips, 2 disenos - large scale map on 1 sheet, small 
scale map on 2 sheets 
184. Tract: Soquel (Shoque1) 
Claimant: Martina Castro 
Date: November 23, 1833 
Consists of: 14 page s on 8 sheets, 1 d iseno 
185. Tract: Rancho Barranca Colorado 




Date: December 24, 1844 
Consists of: 10 pages on 5 sheets 
Tract: Arroyo Seco 
Claimant: Joaquin de la Forre 
Date: December 3Cl, 184Cl 
Consists of: 16 pages on 8 sheets, 
Tract: .. t al 
Claimants: FederiCO ¥llllngs , e 
Date: October 2Cl, 1846 
Consists of: 11 pages on 4 sheets 
1 diseno 
de San Diego 
Tract: Corral.de Cuat~ de la Guerra Y Latai11ade 
Claimant: Marla Antonla 
Date: November 14, 1845 sheets, and 1 burned page 
Consists of: 15 pages on 7 
C "al de Piedra . 
Simmons) 
(in packet) 
19C1. Tract: orr M.a Villavicenclo Claimant: Jose arl 
(
If Lonet spear') 1 diseno by 0 
Conslsts of. 
101. Tract: Rancho el Molino (or Rio Ayoska) 
, Claimant: Juan Bautista R. Cooper 
Date : February 24, 1836 
Consists of: 6 pages on 3 sheets 
194 . Tract: Llajome (Yahome) 
Claimant : Salvador Vallejo 
Date: March 16, 1841 
Consists of : 20 pages on 8 sheets 
6 
195 . Tract : Los Tularcitos 
Claimants : Josefa Antonio Gomez de Walters, Heirs of Rafael Gomez 
Date : October 19, 1835 
Consists of : 17 pages on 7 sheets, 1 diseno (by Castillo Negrete) 
196. Tract: Rancho de Nemshas 
Claimant: Claude Chana (formerly claimed by Pierre Theodore Sicard) 
Date: July 26, 1844 
Consists of: 15 pages on 7 sheets, 1 diseno (by John Bidwell) 
1 97 . Tract: Cataculo 
Claimant: Jose B. Chiles 
Date: September 10, 1844 
Consists of: 6 pages on 4 sheets, 1 diseno 
1 98 . Tract: San Jose 
Claimant: Ignacio Pacheco 
Date: October 3, 1840 
Consists of: 5 pages on 2 sheets 
1 99 . Tract: Rancho de German 
Claimants: Charles Meyer, et al 
Date : April 8, 1846 
Consists of : 5 pages on 2 sheets 
200 . Tract: Rincon de San Francisquito 
Claimants: Teodoro Robles, et al 
Date: May 29, 1841 
Consists of: 6 pages on 3 sheets 
201 . Tract: Agua Nieves 
Claimant: Samuel J. Hensley 
Date: July 23, 1844 
Consists of: 15 pages on 10 sheets, 1 diseno and 1 negative 
photocoPY of the diseno 
202. Tract: Rancho de Chimiles (Chinieles) 
Claimant: William Gordon and N. Coombs 
Date: May 2, 1846 
Consists of: 5 pages on 2 sheets 
Tract: Quesesosi 
Claimant: William Gordon 
Date : January 26, 1843 
Consists of: 8 pages on 3 sheets, 1 diseno (by Francisco Arce ) 
206 . 
Tract: Bolsa de Tomales . 
Claimant: James D. Galbralth 
Date: February 12, 1846 
Consists of: 37 pages on 22 sheets 
Tract : Tepusquet 
Claimants : Antonio Maria Cota, et al 
'( ( 
Date : March 23, 1840 Consists of : 20 pages on 9 sheets, 1 diseno (original by " Long Spear") 
208 . Tract : San Augustin Claimant : Joseph L. Majors 
Date : April 21, 1841 
Consists of : 10 pages on 5 sheets, 1 diseno 
Tract : Rancho de Agua Puerca y los Francas 
Claimants : Ramon Rodriguez 
Date : November 2, 1843 
Consist s of : 5 pages on 3 sheets 
210 . Tract : Rancho de la Carbonera (see Miscellaneous ) 
Claimant : Guillermo (Will i am ) Boche 
Date : February 2, 1838 
Consists of : 9 pages on 6 sheets 
211 . Tract : El Atascadero 
Claimant : Henry Haight 
Date : June 4, 1842 
Consists of : 17 pages on 8 sheets 
212 . Tract : Part of Capay 
Claimants : Pearson H. Reading , Josefa Soto 
Date : March 7, 1852 
Con sis ts of : 6 pages on 4 s heets 
214 . Tract : Refug i o 
Claimants : Francisco and Juan Bolc off 
Date : Apr il 7 , 1841 
Cons is ts of : 16 pages on 9 s heet s, 1 diseno 
215 . Tract : San Mi guelito 
Claimant : Mi gue l Av i la ( Abila) 
Date : Apr il 30 , 1844 
Consis t s of: 23 pages on 11 sheets, 1 dis e no (by "San Luis") 
216 . Tract : Add i tion to San Mi guelit o 
Cla i mant : Mi gue l Av i l a ( Abila) 
Date : May l a , 1845 
217 . 
Consist s of: 5 page s on 2 sheets 
Tra~t : La Laguna (San I gnac io de 1a Laguna) 
Clalmant : Octavi ano Gut i e rrez 
Date : July 26 , 1845 
Conslsts of : 10 pages on 6 sheet s, 1 di seno (by" Tequepis'l) 
21 . Tract: anada de los Osos . Pecha y Is1ay 
-:>" ' _-..0 . 
247 . 
laimant: JOhll Wilson 
Date: September 24 181~5 
Consists of: 37 pages on 10 sheets 
Tract : Soulaju1e 
laimant : LLlis D. Watkins 
Date : illegible 
Consists of! 2 pages on 2 sheets (1 title sheet and one burned 
sheet - illegible) 
Tract : Sou1ajule 
Claimant : Martin F. Gormley 
Date : illegible 
Consists of: 3 pages on 3 sheets (1 title sheet and 2 burned 
sheets - illegible) 
8 
248 . Tract: New Helvetia 
Claimant: Charles Covilland 
Date: illegible 
Consists of: 3 pages on 3 sheets (1 title sheet and 2 burned sheets 
- illegible) 
249 . Tract: Yulupa 
Claimant: f'.!ariano Guadal upe Va llej 0 
Date: illegible 
Consis ts of : 6 pages on 4 sheets (1 title sheet and 3 burned sheets 
- illegible) 
261 . Tract : Canada del Corral 
Claimant : Jose Dolores Ortega 
Date : November 5, 1841 
Consists of : 15 pages on 8 sheets (charred - almost illegible) 
280 . Tract : Four square leagues 
Claimant : Pueblo of San Francisco 
Date : illegible 
Consists of : 5 pages on 5 sheets (1 title sheet and 4 burned 
sheets - illegible) 
286 . Tract : Pueblo Lands 
Claimant : City of San Jose 
Date : illegible 
Consists of : 4 pages on 4 sheets (1 title sheet and 3 burned 
sheets - illegible), 6 sets of p hotostats (1 negative 
and 1 positive copy each - illegible) 
348 . Tract : San Luis Rey and Pala 
Claimant : Wi lliam Carey Jones 
Date : May 18, 1840 (1846?) 
Consists of : 17 pages on 9 sheets 
351 . Tract : Los Cerritos 
Claimant : Juan Temple 
Date : May 22, 1834 
Consists of : 44 pages on 25 sheets 
353· 
354 . 
Tract: Rancho de San Pedro 
Claimant: Francisco Sanchez 
Date: January 26, 1839 
Consists of: 11 pages on 2 sheets 
Tract: Punta de Pinos 
Claimant : Jacob P . Leese 
Date: October 4~ 1844 
Consists of : 11 pages on 7 sheets, 1 diseno 
Tract: Arroyo de los Pilarcitos 
Claimant : Candelario Miramontes 
Date: October 4, 1844 
Consists of : 14 pages on 6 sheets, 1 rough diseno (?) on 2 sheets 
355 . Tract : La Bolsa de los Escarpines 
Claimant : Salvador Espinosa 
Date: October 7, 1837 
Consists of: 10 pages on 4 sheets, 1 diseno (by "Compass Rose") 
356 . Tract : Santa Ysabel 
Claimant : Francisco Arce 
Date: May 12, 1844 
Consists of: 5 pages on 3 sheets 
357 . Tract: Moquelamos 
Claimant: Andres Pico 
Date: June 6, 1846 
Consists of: 8 pages on 4 sheets 
358 . Tract : San Gregorio 
Claimant : Salvador Castro 
Date : January 27, 1849 
Consists of: 5 pages on 3 sheets 
359. Tract: Canada Verde (lindero Arroyo de la Purisima) 
Claimant: Jose (Juan) Antonio Alviso (Alvisu) 
Date: May 2~ 1840 
Consists of: 11 pages on 8 sheets, 1 blank sheet, 1 diseno 
360. Tract: Canada de los Nogales 
Claimant: Jose Maria Aguilas 
Date: August 30, 1844 
Consists of: 16 pages on 6 sheets 
361. Tract: Jurupa 
Claimant: Juan Bandini 
Date: September 28, 1839 
9 
Consists of: 14 pages on 9 sheets, 1 GSA (NARS) identification slip 
362. Tract: El Pismo 
Claimant : Issac J. S arks 
Date: November 8, 18 0 






b3 . Tract: Huasna 
Claimant: Issac J. Sparks 
Date: December 21, 1843 
Consists of: 22 pages on 14 sheets, 1 diseno (by William P. Money) 
364. Tract : Azusa • 
Claimant : Henry Dalton 
Date : November 8, 1841 
Consists of : 83 pages on 46 sheets - some blank sheets, 1 large 
diseno (by Jasper O' Farrel); 
366 . 
Note : Case expediente and diseno detail the claims of Henry Dalton -
Azusa, Ygnacio Palomares and Ricardo Bejar - San Jose. 
(See No. 388) 
Tract: El Nuevo Almaden (New Almaden Mine ) 
Claimant: Andres Castillero 
Date: January 23 , 1851 
Consists of: 84 pages on 43 sheets 
368. Tract: San Jose de Buenos Ayres 
Claimants : Benjamin D. Wilson, et al 
Date: February 24, 1843 
Consists of : 11 pages on 6 sheets, 1 diseno 
369 . Tract: La Ballona 
Claimant: Augustin Machado 
Date: November 26 , 1839 
Consists of: 49 pages on 31 sheets 
370 . Tract: Cucamonga 
Claimant: Leon Victor Prudhome 
Date : March 3, 1839 
Consists of : 17 pages on 12 sheets 
371 . Tract : Rosa de Castilla 
Claimant : Anacleta Lestrade 
Date : June 17, 1831 
Consists of: 8 pages on 4 sheets 
373. Tract: Paso de Bartolo 
Claimants: Pio Pico and Juan Perez 
Date: March 3, 1842 
Consists of: 61 pages on 29 sheets 
374. Tract : Asusa 
Claimant : Andres Duarte 
Date : May 10, 1841 
Consists of: 18 pages on 6 sheets 
375. Tract: cuyamaca 
Claimant: Agustin Olvera 
Date : August 11, 1846 
Consists of: 11 pages on 6 sheets, 1 diseno 
• 
• 
Tract: 1000 varas square near the Mission of San Gabriel 
Claimant: Daniel Webster 
Date : November 5, 1841 
377. 
Consists of: 21 pages on 9 sheets 
Tract : At the Mission of San Gabriel 
Claimant : Daviel Sexton 
Date : May 18, 1842 
Consists of : 24 pages on 8 sheets 
378 . Tract : Mission of San Fernando 
Claimant: Eulogio de Celis 
Date : June 16, 1846 
Consists of : 5 pages on 2 sheets 
379 . Tract: Encino 
Claimants : Vicente de la Osa, et al 
Date : October 30, 1849 
Consists of: 23 pages on 11 sheets 
380 . Tract : Cajon de Muscupiabe 
Claimant : Juan Bandini 
Date : April 24, 1839 
Consists of: 5 pages on 3 sheets 
381. Tract : Aguaje del Centinela 
Claimant: Bruno Abila 
Date : December 21, 1844 
Consists of : 62 pages on 22 sheets 
• 
382 . Tract: La Sierra 
Claimant: Bernardo Yorba 
Date: June 15, 1846 
Consists of: 12 pages on 5 sheets 
383. Tract: (San Jose de) los Nogales (see Miscellaneous) 
Claimant: Maria de Jesus Garcia, et al 
384. 
386. 
Date: March 13, 1840 
Consists of: 24 pages on 11 sheets 
Tract: El Rincon 
Claimant: Bernardo Yorba 
Date: February 25, 1844 
Consists of: 28 pages on 10 sheets 
Tract: La Puente 
Claimant: John Roland and Julian Workman 
Date: October 3, 1845 
Consists of: 9 pages on 5 sheets 
Tract: Rinconada de los Gatos 
Claimants : Sebastian Peralta and Jose Hernandez 
Date : May 21, 1840 
Consists of : 4 pages on 3 sheets • 
11 
• 
~87. Tract: Canon (Canada) de Santa Anna (Santana, Santa Anita) 
Claimant: Bernardo Yorba 
Date: August 1, 1834 Consists of : 11 pages on 6 sheets, 1 diseno (by Abel Sterns) 
388. Tract : San Jose 
Claimant : Ricardo Ve 'ar 
Date : February 26, 1 46 Cons ists of: 19 pages on 8 sheets, 2 disenos - one similar to 
Case Expediente No. 364, (both by Jasper O'Farre l) 
389 . Tract: Santa Clara 
Claimant: Juan Sanchez 
Date: May 6, 1837 
Consists of: 16 pages on 6 sheets, 1 diseno 
390. Tract: San Pablo 
Claimant: Joaquin Ysidro Castro 
Date: May 22, 1840 
Consists of: 13 pages on 4 sheets 
391. Tract: Tajauta 
Claimant: Enrique Abila 
Date: June 17, 1843 
Consists of: 20 pages on 11 sheets, 1 (original) diseno 
392. Tract: El Escorpion 
Claimants: UrbanoA Odon, Manuel, et al Date: August 7, 1~45 
Consists of: 26 pages on 17 sheets 
393. Tract: Los Potreros etc., de San Juan Capistrano 
Claimant: Juan Foster 
Date: April 5. 1845 
Consists of: 12 pages on 5 sheets 
395. Tract: Los Encinitos 
Claimant: Andres Ybarra 
Date: July 13, 1842 
Consists of: 7 pages on 4 sheets 
396. Tract: Mission Vieja (de San Juan Capistrano) or La Paz 
Claimant: Juan Foster 
Date: April 4 1845 
Consists of: 8 pages on 4 sheets, 1 diseno 
397. Tract: Potrero Grande 
Claimant: Juan Matias Sanchez 
Date: April 8, 1845 
Consists of: 18 pages on 7 sheets 
Tract: San Pedro 
Claimant: Manuel Dominguez 
Date: June 5. 1839 





Tract: El Niguel 
Claimant: Juan Abila, et al 
Date: June 21, 1842 
Consists of: 22 pages on 9 sheets 
480. Tract: Los Coyotes Claimants : Andres Pico and Francisco O' Campo 
Date : May 22, 1834 Consists of : 42 pages on 17 sheets (see Case Expedie nte No . 82 a nd 
401. Tract : La Habra Claimants : Andres Pica and Francisco O' Campo 
Date : May 38, 1848 
Consists of : 19 pages on 8 sheets 
402 . Tract : Las Balsas 
Claimants : Ramon Yorba, et al 
Date : December 18, 1842 
Consists of : 25 pages on 11 sheets 
483 . Tract : San Rafael 
Claimants : Julia Verdugo, et al 
Date : February 5, 1829 
Consists of : 38 pages on 16sheets 
404 . Tract : Alamitos 
Claimant : Abel Stearns 
Date: September 1, 1842 
Consists of : 38 pages on 15 sheets, 2 b l a nk s heet s 
405 . Tract : La Balsa Chic a 
Claimant : Joaquin Ruiz 
Date : July 31, 1841 
Consists of : 15 pages on 8 s heets 
406 . Tract : San Joaquin 
Claimant : Jose Sepulveda 
Date : May 3, 1842 
Cons ists of : 29 page s on 14 s hee ts, 1 d iseno (original by Abel 
Stearns) 
407 . Tract : Jan ua l ( Jamul) 
Claimant : Pia Pica 
Date : December 23 , 1845 
Consist s of : 4 pa ge s on 2 sheets 
408 . Tra7t : Potrero de la Mission Vieja de San Gabriel C1almant : Anton io Vale n zuela and Juan Alvitre 
Date : November 9 , 1844 
Consists of : 14 page s on 6 shee ts 
409 . Tra~t : Rincon de l os Bueyes 
C1almant : Francisc o Higuera e t al 
Date : April 1 1848 ' 
Rafae l Guirado) 
410 . Tract: Mission de San Juan Capistrano 
Claimant: Juan Foster 
Date : June 4, 1846 
Consists of : 7 pages on 3 sheets 
411 . Tract : Agua (H)edonia 
Claimant : Juan Maria Marron 
Date : June 12, 1846 
Consists of: 9 pages on 4 sheets 
412 . Tract: Trabuco 
Claimant: Juan Foster 
Date: April 25, 1846 
Consists of : 25 pages on 9 sheets, 1 diseno on 2 sheets (by 
Jasper Of Farrel) 
413 . Tract : Cajon de los Negros 
Claimant: William Workman 
Date : November 17, 1847 




Tract : 500 varas near the Mission of San Gabriel 
Claimant : Miguel Maria Blanco (~lichael White) 
Date: March 27 1845 
Consists of: 14 pages on 5 sheets ' 
Tract: De los Feliz 
Claimant: Maria I§anacio Berdugo 
Date : March 22 , 1 43 
Consists of: 17 pages on 16 sheets 
Tract : 500 x 250 varas near San Gabriel 
Claimants : Lugardo Aguila, et al 
Date : May 13, 1845 
Consists of : 8 pages on 4 sheets 
• 
418 . Tract : 476 (longitude) x 274 (latitude) varas near San Gabriel -
"Prospero", says : 400 x 200 varas 
Claimants : Rafael Valenzuela, et al 
Date : May 16, 1840 
Consists of : 4 pages on 2 sheets 
419 . Tract : 500 x 250 (500 x 200) varas near San Gab r i e l 
Cl aimant : Juan Si l vas 
Date : December 15, 1846 
Consists of : 4 pages on 3 sheets 
420 . Tract : 300 varas square near San Juan Capistrano 
Claimant : Santia§rro Rios 
Date : June 21 1 43 
Consists of : 8 pages on 3 sheets 
21 . Tract : Lomerias de Santiago 
Claimant : Teodocio Yorba 









Tz'act: Pueblo Lands 
Claimant: City of Los Angeles 
Date: May 30, 1846 
Consists of: 9 pages on 6 sheets 
Tract : 200 varas near San Gabriel 
Claimant : Michael White 
Date : May 15, 1843 
Consists of : 10 pages on 4 sheets 
Tract : 700 x 400 varas near San Gabriel 
Claimants : Andrew J . Courtney and Wife 
Date : April 1, 1845 
Consists 'of: 9 pages on 4 sheets 
Tract : Canada de San Vicente 
Claimant : Domingo Yorba 
Date : January 25, 1846 
Consists of: 5 pages on 4 sheets 
Tract: La Cienega 0 Paso de la Tijera 
Claimants: Tomas Sanchez, et al 
Date : May 16, 1843 
Consists of : 20 pages on 9 sheets, 1 diseno (by Francisco Arce) 
15 
428 . Tract : Los Alamos y Agua Caliente 
Claimants : Augustin Olvera, et al 
Date : May 27, 1846 Consists of : 16 pages on 7 sheets, 1 diseno (by Estebas Ardisson) 
429 . Tract : La Liebre 
Claimant : Jose Maria Flores 
Date : April 21, 1846 
Consist s of: 5 pages on 3 sheets 
430 . Tract: Calleguas 
Claimant s: Gabriel Ruiz, et al 
Date : July 8 , 1843 
Consists of : 28 pages on 12 sheets, 1 diseno 
431 . Tract: Canada de los Alisos 
Claimant : Jose Serrano 
Date : March 27, 1846 
Conslsts of: 26 pages on 9 sheets 
432 . Tra~t : Potrero de Felipe Lugo 
Clalmants : Jorge Morillo et al 
Date : Apr il 18 1845 ' 
Cons lsts of : 24 pages on 11 sheets 
Tra~t : Santa Ana del Chino 
Clalmant: Issac Williams 
Date : April 27 1841 
Consists of : 29 pages on 12 sheets 
4 4. Tract: Addition to Santa Ana del Chino 
Claimant: Issac Williams 
Date: April 1, 1843 
Consists of : 5 pages on 2 sheets 
435 . Tract : Temecula (see Miscellaneous) 
Claimant : Pablo Apis (neophyte) 
Date : May 7, 1845 
437. 
439. 
Consists of : 5 pages on 3 sheets 
Tract: Me lijo 
Claimant: Santia 0 E . Arguello 
Date: June 26, 1 34 
Consists of: 7 pages on 3 sheets 
Tract: Otay 
Claimant: Magdalena Estudillo 
Date: May 14, 1846 
Consists of: 7 pages on 3 sheets 
Tract: (Sierra del) los Verdugos 
Claimant: Antonio Coronel 
Date: July 5, 1846 
Consists of: 5 pages on 2 sheets 
Tract: Pauma 
Claimants: Jose Antonio Serrano, et al 
Date: November 9, 1841 
• 
Consists of: 11 pages on 6 sheets, 1 blank sheet 
448. Tract: San Juan (a) Cajon de Santa Ana 
Claimant: Juan Pacifico Ontiveros 
Date: May 13, 1837 
16 
Consists of: 11 pages on 7 sheets, 1 diseno on 2 sheets: "Diseno 
del paraje llamado Coyotes Viejo y Rincon de Sta. Ana" 
441. Tract: San Dieguito Osuna 
Claimant: Juliana Lo ez 
Date: February 9, 18 6 
Consists of: 12 pages on 7 sheets, 1 diseno 
442. Tract: Jamacha 
Claimant: Apolinaria Lorenzana 
Date: April 27, 1848 
Consists of: 12 pages on 5 sheets 
443. Tract: San Jacinto and San Gorgonio (Gregorio) 
Claimant: Luis Roubideau 
Date: March 22, 1843 
Consists of: 26 pages on 11 sheets, 2 GSA (NARS) identification sli 
444. Tract: Arroyo Seco 
Claimant: Andres Pico 
Date: May 8, 1848 
Consists of: 18 pages on 6 sheets, 1 blank sheet, 3 GSA (NARS) 
identification slips, 1 diseno 
445 · Tract: La Boca (voca) de Santa Monica Claimant : Ysidro Reyes, et al 
17 
• 
Date: June 19, 1839 Consists of : 21 pages on 8 sheets, 1 diseno (copy of Abel Stearns' 
diseno) 
446 . Tract : Los Palos Verdes Claimants : Jose Loreto Sepulveda, et al 
Date : June 3, 1846 
Consists of : 13 pages on 5 sheets 
447 . Tract : 400 x 200 varas near San Gabriel 
Claimant : Jose Ledesma 
Date : April 18, 1845 
Consists of : 5 pages on 2 sheets 
448 . Tract : 300 x 250 varas near San Gabriel 
Claimant : Francisco Sales 
Date : April 18, 1841 
Consists of : 4 pages on 1 sheet 
449 . Tract : 500 x 230 (200) varas near San Gabriel 
Claimant: Simeon 
Date: June 1, 18l~6 
Consists of: 4 pages on 2 sheets 
450 . Tract: Lot near San Gabriel 
Claimants : Andres Duarte, et al 
Date : April 25, 1846 
Consists of : 4 pages on 2 sheets 
451 . Tract : Los Vallecitos de San Marcos 
Claimant : Lorenzo Soto 
Date : April 22, 1840 
Consists of : 11 pages on 5 sheets 
452 . Tract : Los Pinasquitos 
Claimant : Francisco Maria Alvarado 
Date : March 15, 1837 
Consists of : 11 pages on 5 sheets 
453 . Tract : La Sierra 
Claimant : Vicenta Sepulveda 
Date : July 8, 1846 
Conslsts of : 10 pages on 4 sheets 
454 . Tract : San Bernado 
Claimant : Maria Antonia Snook 
Date : June 21, 1845 
Conslsts of : 21 pages on 7 sheets, 1 diseno 
455. Tra~t : Huerta de Quate 
Clalmant : Victoria Reid 
Date : October 12 1838 








4~6. Tract : Sausal Redondo 
Claimant: Antonio Ygnacio Abila 
Date : May 14, 1837 
Consists of: 5 pages on 4 sheets 
Note: burned sheets - see listing below 
457 . Tract : San Vicente and Santa Monica 
Claimant : Francisco Sepulveda 
Date : June 18, 1846 
Consists of : 15 pages on 11 sheets, 1 diseno 
18 
The following Case Expedientes (456, 463, 465, 467, and 468 ) are filed 
together . They are too burned to distinguish each individual set; only 
the title sheet (cover sheet) is legible (exception : No . 463) . 
Tract : Sausal Redondo 
Claimant : Antonio Ygnacio Abila 
Illegible 
Tract : Cahuenga 
Claimant : David W. Alexander 
467 . Tract: 350 x 250 varas at San Gabriel 
Claimant: Jose Domingo 
468 . Tract: 200 vara s square at San Gabriel 
Claimant : Victoria Reid 
The following Case Expedientes (475, 477, 478, 482, 483, 487, 489, 490, 
and 494) are badly burned; t hey have been filed together : 
475 . Tract : Santa Gertudis 
Cla imant : Tomas Sanchez Cola 
Date : illegible 
Consists of : 6 sheets - illegible, 1 title sheet 
477 . Tract : 200 varas square in Los Angeles County 
Claimant : Juan Gallardo 
Date : illegible 
Consists of : 1 sheet - illegible, 1 title sheet 
478 . Tract : San Antonio 
Claimant : Maria Rita Valdez 
Date : illegible 
Consists of : 5 sheets - illegible, 1 title sheet 
482 . Tract : Boca de la Playa 
Claimant : Emigdio Vejar 
Date : illegible 
Consists of : 5 sheets - illegible, 1 title sheet 
Tl'act : Topanga Malibu 
Claimant : Leon V . Trudhomme 83 . 
Date : illegible . 
Consists of : 4 sheets - illegible, 1 title sheet 
Tract: La Brea 
Claimants: Antonio Rocha, et al 
Date: illegible 
consists of: 1 sheet - illegible, 1 title sheet 
TI'act: 200 varas square at San Gabriel 
Claimant: Arno Manbe 
Da te : illegi b le Consists of : 8 sheets - illegible, 2 title sheets 
490 . Tract : Boca de Canada de Pinole 
Claimant: Maria Manuela Valencia 
Date : illegible Consists of : 6 sheets - illegible, 2 title sheets 
494 . Tract : Santa Ana 
Claimant : Crisogono Ayola 
Date : illegible Consists of : 5 sheets - illegible 1 title sheet 
514 . Tract : 2000 varas square in Santa Clara 
Claimant : James Enright 
Date: illegible Consists of : (burned) 6 pages on 4 sheets - legible on inner 
margins. 1 title sheet 
The following Case Expedientes (522. 524. 525 526. 527. and 528 ) are 
~adly burned; they have been filed together : 
522 . Tract : Nuestra Senora de Refugio 
Claimant : Antonio Maria Ortega 
Date : illegible 
Consists of : 5 sheets - illegible 1 title s heet 
524 . Tract : San Lorenzo 
Claimants : Bal'bara Soto et al 
Date : illegible 
Consists of : 8 sheets - illegible. 1 title sheet 
525 , Tract : Punta Reyes 
Claimant : Bethuel Phelps 
Date : illegible 
Consists of : 12 sheets - illegible. 1 title sheet 
526 . Tract : Maria de La Soledad 
Claimant : Feliciano Soberanes 
Date : illegible 
Consists of : 1 sheet - illegible . 1 title sheet 
527 . Tract : Salsipuedes 
Claimants : James Blair et al 
Date : illegible ' 





528. Tract: Jesus Maria 
Claimant: Luis T. Burton 
Date: illegible 
Consists of: 19 sheets - illegible, 1 title sheet 
20 
529 . Tract : Morro y Cayucos 
Claimant : James McKinley 
Date : May 2, 1842 
Consists of : (burned) 22 pages on 8 sheets, 1 diseno - legible on 
inner margins, 1 title sheet 
530 . Tract: Rancho San Lucas 
Claimant : James McKinley 
Date : July 28, 1842 
Consists of : (burned) 4 pages on 1 sheet - legible on inner margins, 
1 title sheet 
531 . Tract : Los Gatos or Santa Rosa 
Claimant : Fermina Espinosa 
Date : October la, 1837 
Consists of : (burned) 15 pages on 5 sheets - legible on inner 
margins, 1 title sheet, 1 diseno 
532 . Tract: Rinconada de Sanjon 
Claimant: Eusebio Boronda 
Date: Ca . 1842- 1843 Consists of : (burned) 10 pages on 5 sheets - legible on inner 
margins, 1 title sheet, 1 diseno 
533 . Tract : Los Laureles 
Claimant : Jose Manuel Boronda 
Date : 1840 Consists of : (burned) 16 pages on 6 sheets - legible on inner 
margins, 1 title sheet 
534 . Tract : San Carlos de Jonata (Gonata) 
Claimants : Jose Maria Covarrubias and Joaquin Carrillo 
Date : December 26, 1845 . Consists of : (burned) 27 pages on 10 sheets - legible on inner 
margins, 1 title sheet, 2 copies of diseno (by 
Esteban Ardisson) 
535 . Tract : Rincon de las Salinas 
Claimant : Rafael Estrada 
Date : June 12, 1839 Consists of : (burned) 9 pages on 4 sheets - legible on inner 
margins, 1 title sheet 
Also included : 
Tract : Rancho de San Lorenzo (a) Salinas· 
Claimant : Cl'istina Delgado 
Date: ca . 1840 




Tract: Castec Claimant: Jose Mal'ia Covarrubias 
Date: November 27, 1843 Consists of: (burned) 4 pages on 1 sheet - legiblco on inner margins, 
1 title sheet 
Tract: Paraje de Sanchez 
Claimant : Juana Briones de Lugo 
Date : June 8, 1839 Consists of : (burned) 18 pages on 6 sheets - legible on inner 
margins, 1 title sheet, 1 diseno (by Francisco Arce ) 
Tract : Spnta Ynez Claimants : Jose Maria Covarrubias and Joaquin Carrillo 
Date : June, 1846 
Consists of : 5 pages on 2 sheets 
539 . Tract : Loma del Espiritu Santo 
Claimant : Maria del Espiritu Santo Carillo 
Date : April 15, 1839 
Consists of : 5 pages on 2 sheets 
548 . Tract : Chamisal 





Date : May 6, 1846 Consists of : 18 pages on 4 sheets, 1 large diseno ( by Jasper 
OIFarrel) 
Tract: Los Baulenes 
Claimant : GI'egorio Briones 
Date: February 11, 1846 
Consists of : (burned) 4 pages on 1 sheet - legible on inne r ma rg ins, 
1 title sheet 
Tract : Rancho de San Gregoria 
Claimant : Encarnacion Buelna 
Date : illegible 
Consists of : (burned) 9 pages 
1 title sheet 
on 5 sheets - a lmost illeg ible, 
Tract : Los Ojitos 
Claimant : Mariano Soberanes 
Date : 1842 
Consists of : (burned) 4 page s 
1 title sheet 
on 1 sheet - l egible on inner ma rgins , 
Tra~t : La Rancha de San J ua n 
Clalmants : Julian Ursua et a l 
Date : February 16 1844 ' 
Conslsts of ' (b ' 
. ur~ed) 12 pages on 7 
marglns , 1 title s heet 
Tract : San J Claimants ' JOoss e yc Sur Chiquito 
O t ' e astro et 1 a e : January 18, 1842' a 
Conslsts of ' (b 
' urned) 37 cr ma ' paoes on 24 
rglns , 1 tit le s heet 
sheets - l eg ible o n • lnner 
s hee ts - le g ible on inner 
548 . Tract : Four square leagues in San Francisco, South of California 
Street 
Claimant : Jose Y. Limantour 
Date : January 14, 1843 
Consists of : 105 pages on 51 sheets (some burned on edges ) , 
includes diary of Augustus Jouan - written during 
his imprisonment in Mexico 
549 . Tract : Faral l ones Islands, Point Tiburon and Yerba Buena Island 
Cl a i man t : Jose Y. Limantour 
Da te : Feb r ua ry 25 , 1843 
Consis t s of: (burned ) 12 page s on 6 sheets - l eg i bl e on i nner 
marg ins, 1 t i t le page 
550 . Tract : Santa Paula y Sat i coy 
Claimants : John P . Da vison, e t a l 
Date : April 1, 1843 
Consists of : 16 page s on 8 sheet s, 1 blank sheet, 1 diseno 
551 . Tract : San 
Claimants : 
Date : 1841 
Bernardo 
Mariano Soberanes a nd J uan Sobe rane s 
Consists of : (burne d) 5 page s on 2 sheet s - l eg ible on inner 
marg ins, 1 t i t l e shee t 
552 . Tract: El Pioj o 
Claimants : Heirs of J oaquin Soto 
Date: August 20 , 1842 
Consis t s of : 6 pages on 4 sheets, 1 diseno 
553 . Tract : Casmalia 
Claimant : Antonio Olivera 
Date : September 12, 1840 
Consists of : 15 pages on 6 sheets, 1 diseno 
554 . Tract : Canada de la Seg unda 
Claimant : Andrew Randall 
Date : April 12, 1839 
Consists of : 8 pages on 4 sheets, 1 diseno 
555 . Tract : San Lorenzo 
Claiman t : Andrew Randall 
Date : November 20, 1842 
Consist s of : 12 pages on 6 s heet s 
556 . 
557 . 
Tract : San Emid i o 
Claimants : Francisco Dominguez, et a l 
Date : Jul y 14, 1842 
Consists of : 9 pages on 4 sheets, 1 diseno 
Tract : Sausal 
Claimant : Jacob P . Leese 
Date : August 10, 18 41 





Tl'a t: Sen Ant ni 
'1aim 11t: Carl s {hite 
r3.te: JlU1e 12, 1 48 
, nsists of: 7 pR es on 6 sheets. 1 diseno (by Jose 
de los Santos 
I1erryes sn ) 
TI'act: San Mateo 
Claimant: William D. M, Howard 
Date: July 23 . 1851 
onsists of: 5 pages on 1 sheets 
~68 . Tract: 1580 varas in San Juan 
Claimant: Patrick Breen 
Date: April 1846 Consists of: 5 pages on 3 sheets (burned on margins) 
562 . Tract: San Benito 
Claimant: James Watson 
Date: October 6 . 1843 Consists of: 16 pages on 9 sheets, 1 blank sheet 1 diseno 
564 , 
Tract: point Pinas (Punto de Pinos) 
Claimants : L. E. Page et al 
Date: Decembel' 2Q, 183~ 
Consists of: 11 pages on 7 sheets, 1 
Tract: Pescadero 
Claimant: John C. GOl'e 
Date: ~!ay 20 1846 
Consists of: 21 pages on 13 sheets 
diseno 
565 . Tract: Natividad laimants: ,Ianuel Butron and Nicholas Alviso 
Date : May ~o 1823 Consists of : 18 pages on 13 sheets 2 blank sheets, 1 diseno 
566 . Tl'act: San Andres 
Claimant : Guadallipe Castro 
Date : November 26 1833 Consists of : 20 pages on 13 sheets 1 diseno (by James Forbes ) 
567 . Tra~t : P1eyto (P1eito) 
Cla1mant : \0/ . S . Johnson 
Date : July 18 1845 
Consists of : 12 pages on 4 sheets 
Tract : Panache Grande 
Claimant : Vicente P . Gomez 
Date ' F ' l d ' , 
C 
: 1 e 1n off1ce February 9 1853 
onslsts of : 3 ' pages on 3 sheets (title 
FranciSCO Arce) 
570 . Tl'act : Las Salinas 
Claimants : H ' , Date : ApI'il ~!rsl~3f6Gabrle1 Espinosa 
Co . :,) nSlsts of ' 16 ' pages on 7 sheets 





571 . Tract : Rancho San Bernabe 
Claimant : Henry Cocks 
Date : March 10, 1841 
Consists of : 40 pages on 15 sheets, 2 disenos - 1 large scale, 
1 small scale 
572 . Tract : One quarter of a league on Monterey River 
Claimant: Henry Cocks 
Date : July 30, 1840 
Consists of : 12 pages on 6 sheets 
573 . Tract : One square league in ~!onterey County/Las Lomerian near 
Canada de la Seguida 
Claimant: James Meadol ..... s 
Date : January 27 , 1840 
Consists of: 5 pages on 2 sheets 
575 . Tract: Rio de las Animas 
Claimants : John J ones and Leonardo Cota 
Date : May 12, 1840 
Consists of : 5 page s on 3 sheets 
584. Tract : Rincon de Musulacon 
Claimants : Johnson Horrel, et al 
Date : May 2, 1846 
Consists of : 5 pages on 2 sheets 
)88 . Tract: La Asuncion 
Claimant : Pedro Estrado 
Date : June 19, 1845 
Consists of: 6 pages on 3 sheets 
589 . Tract: Pueblo Lands of San Diego 
Claimants : President and Trustees of the City of San Diego 
Date : "Filed in office July 21, 1854" 
Consists of: 4 pages on 4 sheets, 2 disenos 
590 . Tract : Laguna de los Palos Colorados 
Claimant : Joaquin Moraga 
Date : August 10, 1841 
Consists of : 9 pages on 4 sheets, 1 diseno - copy (original by 
Salvio Pacheco) 
592 . Tract : Arroyo de Rodeo II alia s San Vicente" 
Claimant : Juan Hames 
24 
Date : May 1845 
Consists of : 19 pages on 9 sheets, 2 disenos (one rough diseno in 
pencil? ) 
594 . Tract : Corral de Tierra 
Claimant : Tiburcio Vasquez 
Date : October 5, 1839 








Tract: San Francisquito 
Claimants: Jose Abrego, et al 
Date : November 9, 1835 
Consists of: 34 pages on 13 sheets, 1 diseno 
Tract: (Cienega de) los Paic ine s 
Claimants : Angel Castro, et al 
Date : October 5, 1842 
Consists of : 6 pages on 4 sheets 
Tract : Los Caches 
Claimant : Maria Josefa Soberanes 
Date : June 14, 1841 
Consists of : 18 pages of 8 sheets, 1 diseno 
Tract : Laguna de Tache 
Claimant : Manuel (Miguel?) 
Date : December 12, 1843 
Consists of : 12 pages on 6 
Castro 
sheets, 1 diseno 
602 . Tract : Las Calaveras 
Claimant : Francisco Pico 
Date : July 1846 
Consists of : 10 pages on 4 sheets 1 diseno 
603. Tract: 50 varas ~!ission Dolores 
Claimant: Elizabeth de Zablo 
Date: 1841 
Consists of : 5 pages on 2 sheets 
606 . Tract : Rancho de La Bolsa Nueva y Mora Cojo 
Claimant : ~!aria Antonio Pica de Castro 
Date : September 26, 1844 
Consists of : 20 pages on 7 sheets 
607 . Tract : Land near San Juan Bautista 
Claimants : Rufina Castro, et al 
Date : May 19, 1839 
Consists of : 3 pages on 2 sheets 
608. Tract : San Vicente 
Cla i mant : Blas A. Escamilla 
Date : June 16, 1846 
609 . 
Consists of : 6 pages on 3 sheets, 1 diseno 
Tract : Lands of the Catholic Churc h 
Claimant : Joseph A. Alemany 
Date : Ca. 1845 
25 
Consists of : 72 pages on 2g sheets (For 
49 : Bound Volume III) disenos see Record Group 
610 . Tra:t : Los Laureles, 2000 
Clalmant : Leonardo Ransom 
Date : March 13, 1844 







. - ..... 
• 
611 . Tract: Lac, 1000 varas 
Claimant : Jacob P . Leese 
Date : January 12, 1846 
Consists of : 11 pages on 4 sheets 
612 . Tract : 400 Square Varas in Mission Dolores 
Claimant : Andres Pico 
Date : April 6, 1846 
Consists of : 6 pages on 4 sheets 
614 . Tract: Saucito (a ) San ~Iatias 
Claimants: John Wilson, et al 
Date: February 21, 1839 
Consists of: 23 pages on 8 sheets 
615 . Tract: Corral de Padilla 
Claimant : Maria Antonio Pico de Castro 
Date: April 8, 1842 
Consists of : 11 pages on 8 sheets 
616 . Tract: Medano (Rancho de los Medanos) 
Claimants : Jonathan D. Stephenson, et al 
Date: November 26, 1839 
617 . 
Consists of : 8 pages on 3 sheets, 1 diseno 
Tract: Canada de Pola 
Claimant: Jose de Jesus Bernal 
Date: April 25, 1839 
Consists of : 6 pages on 4 sheets 
618 . Tract : Buenavista 
Claimant : Jesus Machada 
Date : June 6, 1846 
Consists of : 14 pages on 8 sheets 
619 . Tract : Lands in Santa Clara 
Claimant : Jose Norie~a 
Date : October 27, 1845 
, 
Consists of : 5 pages on 3 sheets, 1 blank sheet 
620 . Tract : Aptos 
Claimant : Rafael Castro 
Date : November 16, 1833 
Consists of : 19 pages on 9 sheets, 2 disenos 
621 . Tract : Ex MiSSion of Santa Barbara 
Claimant : Richard S . Den 
Date : June 10, 1846 
ConSists of : 7 pages on 4 sheets, 1 diseno 
622 . Tract : Mission of San Miguel 
Claimant : Petronillo Rios 
Date : September 11, 1846 
Consists of : 4 pages on 3 sheets, 1 diseno 
, 
, 
Tl'act: Posa de los Ositos 
Claimant: Carlos Calletano Espinosa 
Date: May 7 1839 
Consists of : 21 pages on 9 sheets, 1 diseno 
625 , Tract : Monserrate Claimant : Ysidro Maria Alvarado 
Date : March 18, 1845 
Consists of: 10 pages on 5 sheets, 1 diseno 
626 . Tract : Breisgau 
Claimant : William Benitz 
Date : July 26, 1844 Consists of: 6 pages on 3 sheets, 1 diseno (by William Benitz) 
629 · Tract : Las Camaritas Claimant : Ferdinand Vassault 
Date : June 25, 1840 
Consists of: 10 pages on 5 sheets 1 blank sheet 
630 . Tract : San Ysidro 
Claimant : Quintin Ortega 
Date : June 4, 1833 
Consists of: 22 pages on 9 sheets 
631 . 
635 . 
Tract : 400 by 600 varas in Monterey County 
Claimants : Thomas Blanco ' s (White ' s) Heirs 
Date: August 27, 1844 
Consists of : 4 pages on 2 sheets 
Tract : 6 suertes in El Pajero (Pajaro) 
Claimant: Jose Manuel Bargas (Vargas) 
Date : February 17, 1843 
Consists of : 9 pages on 5 sheets 
Tract : Potrero de San Luis Obispo 
Claimant : Maria Concepcion Boronda 
Date : November 8 , 1842 
Consists of : 14 pages on 5 sheets 
638 , Tract : Pala 
27 
Claimant : Charles White 
Date : February 9 (?) 1845 
Consists of : 53 pages on 18 sheets, 1 diseno (by Castillo Negrete) 
641 , Tract : Land near the Mission of Santa Clara 
Claimant : Antonio Maria Ozio 
642 . 
Date : June 23, 1846 
Consists of : 3 pages on 3 sheets 
Tract : 1600 varas in Santa Clara County (San Francisquito?) 
Claimant : Concepcion de Rodr i guez , et al (Antonio Buelna?) 
Date : May 1839 




643 . Tract : Part of La Cabeza de Santa Rosa 
Claimant : Julio Carrillo 
Date : September 38) 1841 
Consists of : 23 pages on 18 sheets 
648 . Tract : Buorocha (Buacocha?) 
Claimant : Maria Teodora Peralta 
Date : November 8) 1845 
Consis t s of : 9 pages on 4 s heets 
658 . Tract : Canada de la Carpinteria 
Clai mant : Joaquin Soto 
28 
Da te : September 25 ) 1835 
Consists of : 14 page s on 6 s heets) 1 di se no (by Ca s t i l l o Negrete ) 
651. Tract : Ra ncho de Farwe ll 
Claimants: James Williams) et a l 
Da t e: 1844 
Consists of : 6 page s on 3 sheet s 
654 . Tract: Contra Costa County (l a nd in the IICanada de San Ramon ll ) 
Claimants : Inocenc i o Romerio) e t al 
Da t e: J anuary 18 ) 1844 
Consis t s of: 38 page s on 18 sheet s 
656 . Tract : Land in Sacra me nt o County ( Ran c heria de los Moquelmnes?) 
Claimant : John Augusto Sut t e r 
Date : Nove mber 1) 1844 
Consis t s of : 13 pa ges on 6 sheet s) 2 disenos (by John Bidwell) 
658 . Tract : Los Coluses 
Claimant : Na t haniel Basset 
Date: July 17 1844 
Consists of : 8 pages on 5 sheets) 1 blank sheet) 1 diseno (by 
John Bidwell) 
663. Tract : Lands of Christian Indians 
Claimant : J . S . Alemany 
Date : July 16) 1844 
Consists of: 24 pages on 9 sheets 
665 . Tract : Los Carneros (see Miscellaneous) 
Claimants : Heirs of David Li ttlejohn 
Date : June 5) 1833 
Consists of : 16 pages on 6 sheets 
667 . Tract : San Geronimo 
Claimant : J ose W. Revere 
Date : February 12) 1844 
Consists of : 15 pages on 7 sheets) 2 disenos 
668 . Tract : El Alisal 
Claimant : Bruno Bernal 
Date : Octobe r 38) 1834 





Tract: Lot in Santa Clara 
Claimant: Francisco Arce 
Date: July 31, 1845 
Consists of: 5 pages on 3 sheets 
Tract: San Mateo 
Claimant: Jose de la Cruz Sanche~ 
Date : April 30, 1844 
Consists of : 19 pages on 11 sheets 
slip, 1 diseno 
1 GSA (NARS) identification 
Tract: Sanjon de Santa Rita 
Claimant : Francisco Soberanes 
Date: August 27, 1841 
Consists of : 5 pages on 3 sheets, 1 diseno 
674. Tract: San Lorenzo 
Claimant : Rafael Sanchez 
Date: July 27, 1846 
Consists of: 10 pages on 4 sheets 1 diseno 
678 . Tract: Aguajito (500 varas en La Villa de Branciforte ) 
Claimant: ~liguel Villa Gran 
Date: November 20 1837 
Consists of: 9 pages on 6 sheets 
679 . Tract: 1500 varas square . County of ~lonterey 
Claimants: Vicente Gomez et al 
Date: November 27 1843 
Consists of : 6 pages on 4 sheets 
680 . Tract : Los Carneros 
Claimant : ~!aria Antonia Castro de Anzar, et al 
Date : October 7 1842 
Consists of : 15 pages on 7 sheets 
683 . Tract : Part of Ne\V' Helvetia 
Claimant : Hiram Grimes 
684 . 
Date : "Filed in Office t-larch 1 1853" 
Cons~sts of : 3 pages on 3 sheets (title sheets), 1 diseno 
Tract : Nicasio 
Claimant : Juan B. Alvarado 
Date : Novemb e r 14 1844 
Consists of : 31 p~ges on 12 sheets 
Tl"a?t : Lands near the ~lission C1a~mant : Henry C. Smith of San Jose 
Date : November 2 , 1844 
Cons~sts of : 6 pages on 3 sheets, 1 diseno 
29 
687 . Tract " "" 
of the Mission of Santa Clara 
" t " e "rnas ~a e : August 184~ 
I'C " , J "!'1S~sts of " 4 






691. Tract: El Medano 
Claimants: James Enwright, et al 
Date: November 26, 1839 
Consists of: 5 pages on 2 sheets 
692 . Tract : Land in San Leandro, Contra Costa County 
Claimant : Guillermo Castro 
Date : January 14, 1840 
Consists of: 7 pages on 5 sheets, 2 blank sheets, 1 diseno 
700 . Tract: Santa Margarita and Las Flores 
Claimants: Pio PiC04 et al Date : October 8, 18 4 Consists of: 9 pages on 3 sheets, 2 GSA (NARS) identification slips 
701. Tract: Two Leagues in Santa Clara 
Claimant: Pedro Chaboya 
Date: March 23, 1844 
Consists of: 15 pages on 5 sheets 
702 . Tract: Noche Buena 
Claimants: Jose ~ Jaime de Puig Monmany 
Date : July 15, le35 
Consists of: 33 pages on 11 sheets 
704 . Tract: One Hundred Spanish Varas 
Claimants: Heirs of Francisco de Haro 
Date: November 24, 1840 
Consists of: 5 pages on 3 sheets 
705. Tract : Lot of 50 varas 
Claimants : Heirs of Francisco de Haro 
Date : July 30 1843 
Consists of: 4 pages on 3 sheets 
706 . Tract : Part of San Antonio 
Claimants : William A. Dana et al 
Date : January 7, 1848 
Consists of : 13 pages on 5 sheets 
714 . Tract : City Lands 
Claimant : City of Montery 
Date : January 8, 1846 
Consists of : 88 pages on 27 sheets, 1 blank sheet 
716 . Tract : 2 tracts in Monterey County 
Claimant : Thomas Coal 
Date : February 28, 1844 
718 . 
Consists of: 9 pages on 3 sheets 
Tract : Grant near Mission Santa Clara 
Claimant : Mary S . Bennet 
Date : June 1, 1846 






Tract: Locoall omi 
Claimant: Josepha pope~ et al 
Date: September 38, 1841 
Consists of: 17 pages on 9 sheets 
Tract: Part of Napa 
Claimant: Lyman Bartlett 
Date: January 23, 1851 
Consists of: 6 pages on 3 sheets 
740. Tract: punta de Quintin 
Claimant: Benjamin R. Buckelew 
Date: September 24, 1848 
Consists of: 31 pages on 11 sheets 
742. Tract: Orchard of Santa Clara 
Claimant: J. (I? iL Redman, et al 
Date : June 28, 1 46 
Consists of: 13 pages on 7 sheets 
745. Tract: La Visitacion, Canada de Guadalupe, Y Rodeo Viejo 
Claimant: Henry R. Payson 
Date: Ca. 1841 Consists of: 2 (title) pages on 2 sheets, 1 diseno on 2 sheets 
747 . Tract: Lands in Santa Cruz County 
Claimant: Thomas Russell 
Date: August 3, 1842 Consists of: 18 pages on 7 sheets, 1 blank sheet, 1 diseno 
749 . Tract: Lands near Monterey 
Claimant: Talbot H. Green 
Date : April 28, 1845 
Consists of : 5 pages on 3 sheets 
751 . Tract: Garden of San Cayetano 
Claimants : Clement Panand, et al 
Date : May 25, 1846 
Consists of : 9 pages on 4 sheets 
752 . 
753 . 
Tract : San Juan Bautista 
Claimants : Clement Pan and et al 
Date : May 4, 1846 ' 
Conslsts of : 7 pages on 3 sheets 
Tract : Arias Ranch 
Claimants : Adolph Conel et al 
Date : December 18, 1839' 
Conslsts of : 6 pages on 3 sheets , 1 blank sheet 
754. TClra~t : 2/3 of the Orchard of 
almant : Thomas O. Larkin the Mission of Santa 
Date : September 27 1846 
Consists of' 1 ' 







755. Tract: Canada de Los Osos 
Claimant: Modesto Castro 
Date : October 2~, 1844 
Consists of : 5 pages on 2 sheets 
757 . Tract : Las Milpitas 
Claimant : Nicolas Berreyesa (Berryessa) 
Date : April 26, 183~ 
Consists of: 4 pages on 1 sheet 
758 . Tract: 3 Suertes in Monterey County 
Claimant : James Stokes 
Date: December 7, 1842 
Consists of: 8 pages on 5 sheets 
76~. Tract: Agua Caliente 
Claimant: T. M. Leavenworth 
Date: October 8, 1845 
Consists of: 6 pages on 4 sheets 
766. Tract: Temecula 
Claimants: Victoria Dominguez Estudillo, et al 
Date: February 11, 1835 
Consists of: 5 pages on 2 sheets 
767. Tract: Rio de Estanislao 
Claimant: Francisco Reid 
Date: December 29, 1843 
Consists of: 5 pages on 4 sheets 
768. Tract: Yucuy 
Claimant: Jose' Jesus Berryessa (Berrelleza) 
Date: May 31) 1846 
Consists of: 4 pag es on 3 sheets 
769. Tract: La Laguna de Las Calabasas 
Claimants: Charles Morse) et al 
Date: December 3~) 1833 
Consists of: 12 pages on 8 sheets 
772. Tract: Marin County (Punta de Reyes) 
Claimant: Andrew Randall 
Date: June 8) 1839 
Consists of: 5 pages on 2 sheets 
778. Tract: Embarcadero de Santa Clara 
Claimant: Barcelea (Bacilia) Bernal 
Date: September 3) 1845 
Consists of: 3 pages on 2 sheets 
782. Tract: Sienega de Gabilan 
Claimant: J. Y. Limantour 
Date: October 26) 1843 







788 . Tract: Campo de los Franceses Claimants: Justo Larios, et al 
Date : December 21, 1844 
Consists of : 8 pages on 6 sheets 
• 
• 
Tract : Campo de los Franceses 
Claimant : Adloph Coril, et al (Augustin Jouan?) ' 
Date : July 28, 1852 • 
Consists of: 39 pages on 14 sheets 
790 . Tract: 800 varas square in Monterey County - IfTucho" Claimants: Widow and Children of Simeon Castro 
Date : December 20, 1836 
795 · 
Cons ists of : 5 pages on 3 sheets 
Tract: 800 varas in San Francisco County 
Claimant: Pedro Sherrebeck (Shernebeck, Sherbein) 
Date: March 24, 1845 
Consists of: 9 pages on 7 sheets, 1 diseno 
805 . Tract: ~ of the Island of Santa Cru z 
Claimant: Jose Antonio Aguirre 
Date : May 22 , 1839 
Cons ists of : 10 pages on 5 sheets 
806 . Tract : Lot in Sonoma 
Claimant : Jose Santos Berryessa ( Berreye sa) 
Date : May (March?) 30, 1846 
Cons ists of : 4 pages on 2 sheets 
808 . Tract: Mission de San Juan Capistrano 
Claimants: John Foster, et al 
Date : December 6, 1845 
Consists of : 5 pages on 2 sheets 




Part of title sheet says " Jose/and/JOhn/De/Los if 
Consists of: 1 page on 1 sheet 
Formerly filed with Case Expediente 210 . 
, 
Testemonio for (Daniel?) Alejandro 
Date : 1843 , 
Consists of: 1 page on 1 sheet 
Formerly filed with Case Expediente 383 . 
~ra~t : la Vina at the Mission of San Miguel 
Dlatlmant: The Mission of San Miaue l 
a e : July 16 1844 0 








4. Settlement of conflict between Rafael Garcia, Jaime Ricardo de Berri 
and Antonio Maria Osio (also Sr. Snook), concerning overlapping land 
5. 
grant boundaries. 
Consists of 2 pages on 1 sheet 
Formerly filed with Case Expediente 665. 
Tract: 4 suertes (near the Mission 
Claimant: Jose Ramon Buelnas 
Date: April 29, 1839 
Consists of: 1 page on 1 sheet 
Formerly filed with Case Expediente 




( ? ) 
Tract: Lot in Yerba Buena 
Claimant : Gabl'iel Castro 
Date : February 15, 1836 
Consists of: 8 pages on 4 sheets, 1 blank sheet 
Tract: Part of Alizal (Alisal) 
Claimant : Guillermo Eduardo Hartnell 
Date: December 17, 1833 
Consists of : 46 pages on 21 sheets, 1 blank sheet, 1 diseno 
D. See L, 
E. Tract : La Huerta Vieja (27) varas at Mission Dolores) 
Claimant : Francisco de Haro 
Date: Decembe r 30, 1845 
Consists of : 5 pages on 2 sheets 
F . Tract : San Marcus (at Mission of Santa Barbara ) 
Claimant : Dr . R. Den 
Date : August 18, 1848 
Consists of : 2 pages on 1 sheet 
G. Tract : San Clemente 
Claimant: Juan Rid (Read) 
Date: November 24, 1839 
Consists of : 5 pages 'on 3 sheets 
35 
H. Tract: Area of land -
East boundary 
Ivest boundary 
Claimant : N/A 
200 cordeles (North boundary ) x 200 cordeles 
x 96 cordeles (South boundary) x 300 cordeles 
in the vicinity of San Bruno Mountains 
Date : circa 1840 
Consists of : 1 diseno 
1. Tract : N/A 
Claimant : N/A 
D~te : June 18, 1835 
Consists of : 3 pages on 1 sheet - Letter by Jose Fiaueroa 
appointing Castillo Negrete to the position of 
Secretario del Gobierno Politico 
J . Tract : Pozo de los Marineros 
Claimant : Mariano S . Vallejo 
Date : July 20 1835 
Consists of: 4 pages on 3 sheets, 1 diseno 
K. Tract : La Jolla 
Claimants : Pablo y Jose Apis 
Date : November 16 1845 
Consists of : 5 pa~es on 3 sheets 
L. Tract : Las Cruzes 
Claimant : Miguel Corderno 
Date : May 11 1839 c ' , 
onslsts of : 13 pages on LI Sheets 
• 
, 
M. Tract: San Gorgonio 
Claimants: Julian Guilliams (William) and Paulino Weber 
Date: August 25, 1845 
Consists of: 6 pages on 3 sheets 
N. Tract: N/A 
Claimant: N/A 
Date: January 8, 1846 
Consists of: 2 pages on 1 sheet - Directive by Pio Pico concerning 
solicitation for land 




~ uscri t transcriptions of certain patents . issued to . person s 
dan. Pl d ' Call' fornia by virtue of Spanlsh or ~leXlcan grants, 
holding an ln 1 -tf l ' ". together with plats (on linen) of land granted . por 0 10 . . 
Transcript of the Private Land Claim fO~- the ':LOS Nogales " tr~ct 
claimed by ~laria de Jesus Garcia Fran::lsco Llnares , Jose Marla 
Linares Miguel Linares, and Soledad Llnares . 
Claim filed October 9, 1852 \.,rith the Board of Land Cl a irrf3 Commis-
sioners . Claim fOLmded upon a Mexican grant to Jose de la Luz 
Linares made on March 13, 1840 by Juan B. Alvarado . 
Consists of 18 pages on 18 sheets, 1 copy of the Ge ne r al Land 
Office map _ "Plat of the Rancho Los Nogales final l y confi r me d to 
t-Iaria de Jesus Garcia et al" . Approved June 29 , 1882 . 
Transcript of the Private Land Claim for an undivided ha l f of t he 
tract "Canada del Corte de Madera" claimed by Domingo Peral ta . 
Claim filed August 14, 1852 wtth the Board of Land Commi s sione r s . 
Claim fo unded upon a Mexican grant to ~laximo Martinez and Domingo 
Peralta made on June 10 , 1833 by Jose Figueroa . 
Said claim rejected on August 2 1855 . Claimant s Cip r iano Thurn 
and Horace W. Carpentier were substituted in p l ace of Domingo 
Peralta on January 18 1858 . Consists of 13 pages on 13 sheets, 1 copy of t he General La nd Office 
map _ "Plat of the Rancho Canada de Corte de Made ra finally con-
firmed to Cipriano Thurn and H. H. Carpentier" . Approved April 8 
1881 . ' 
III. Transcript of the Private Land Claim for t he "Camaritas " tract 
claimed by Ferdinand Vassault . 
ga~m filed February 2L~ , . 1853 \.,rith t he Board of Land Commissioners . 
IV . 
J 
alm fo unded upon a ~leXlcan grant to Jose de J e s us Noe made on 
anu~ry 21 , 1840 by Juan D. Alvarad o . 
~~ns= s~~lOf 7 pages on 7 sheets , 1 copy of t he Genera l Land Office 
Fl'~nciSCOa~a~fe~he Tra::t of ~an d i n t he Ci t y and County of San 
. ove ecember 1 , 1882 . . 
Trans . t by I" cEnp of t he Pri va te Land Claim for the II All' s al" ~ . . P . Ha rtnell . tract claimed 
Clalm f iled June 10 1852 
Supplemental claim fil e d S t ~uerra ( Hartnell ' s Widow) ebu~~~er 12, 1854 by Mar ia Teresa de la ~~~t Mat ~lda, . Ana Magdal~na lpaermo A. , J~an , Alberto , Teresa, 
June 26 ~8e4 up on a Mexican crrant toaw uerra . Cons ist ~ Of 38 by J os e Fi g uero: . . E . P . Hartne ll made on 
General La pages on 8 Sheets 1 
. d~ la GUer ra Hartnel l " AllS9.1 Kanc ho fina .u.y con-









Transcrip~ of the Private Land Claim for the "Canada de los Nogales" 
t~act clalmed by Jose Maria Aguilar . Claim filed September 21, 1852 
wlth the Board of Land Commissioners . 
Claim founded upon a Mexican grant to Jose Maria Aguilar made on 
August 38, 1844 by Manuel Micheltorrena . 
Cons ists of 18 pages on 18 sheets, 1 copy of the General Land Office 
:nap - "Plat of the Rancho Canada de los No ales finally confirmed 
to Jose Maria Aguilar . " JI.pproved May 4, 1 82 . 
VI . Transcript of the Private Land Claim for "Certain lands in the 
MisS i on Dolores" claimed by Candelario Valencia . Claim filed 
February 11, 1852 with the Board of Land Com:nissioners . 
Claim founded upon a Mexican grant to Cande la rio Vale ncia made on 
May 18, 1841 by Juan B. Alvarado . 
ConS ists of 18 pages on 18 sheets, 1 copy of the Ge neral Land Office 
map - "Plat of the Lot in Mission Dolores finally confirmed to 
Candelario Valencia " 0 Approved December 16, 1852 . 
VII . Transcript of the Private Land Claim for :fa portion of the ... 
Napa" tract claimed by Joseph P . Thompson . 
Claim filed December 21, 1852 with the Board of Land Commissioners . 
Claim founded upon a ~1exican gran t to Salvador Vallejo made on 
September 21 1838 by Juan B. Alvarado . 
Consists of ~ pages on 8 sheets, 1 blank sheet, 1 copy of the 
General Land Office map - "Plat of t he Part of the Napa Rancho 
finally conficned to Josep h P. Thompson" . Approved June 38, 1888 . 
I 
